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Abstract
In this paper, an approach denoted as TREX for geometry extraction of transmission lines in electronic components like printed
circuit boards (PCB) based on intersection points of Hough lines is presented. The extracted geometric model out of 3D recon-
structed CT data can be applied in the electromagnetic (EM) field simulator to analyze the electrical signal quality. In order
to collect all the potential corners of the transmission lines, intersection points of the infinite Hough lines are computed. The
vicinity of each intersection point of two transmission lines is divided into four regions and each region is indexed with a binary
number determined by two thresholds based on the mean intensity value. The line segments which connect intersection points
to the neighbours and isolate two adjacent regions with different index values are preserved as the edges of transmission lines.
The contours of transmission lines are formed until all the intersection points are processed. TREX provides plain contours of
transmission lines and will reduce the compution time of the EM simulation significantly [1].
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1. Introduction
Computed tomography has been actively used in the electronics industry for quality control in the last decade. However, in
this paper computed tomography is applied to characterize electronic components like printed circuit boards (PCB) as shown in
Fig. 5a with respect to electrical properties. Transmission lines as fundamental and indispensable components in PCBs play a
significant role to achieve high signal quality. The signal quality analysis also denoted as signal integrity (SI) analysis is important
for the design and manufacture of electronic components. The established standard method to analyze SI with equipments like
vector network analyzer (VNA) can be difficult to perform because of the inaccessibility of the structures of some electronic
components. Therefore, an adequate extraction of transmission lines is necessary to set up the simulation model for SI analysis.
Instead of the extraction method by connecting feature points generated by Canny edge detection in [1], TREX based on Hough
transform hence produces plain contours of transmission lines.

The Hough transform (HT), as a widely used feature extraction tool, provides a pair of parameters (θ, ρ) indicating straight
lines without specifying the coordinates of their endpoints [2, 3]. In [4, 7], gradient information is exploited and the colinear
feature points are projected on x-axis or y-axis to estimate the termination of the lines. However, these algorithms suffer from
iterative process and hence render them compute-bound. Furthermore, one line segement can be detected as multiple smaller
pieces of lines or the inverse case. In [5], Atiquzzaman reported a non-iterative approach to determine the endpoints based on the
analysis of the butterfly shaped spread of the votes in the Hough space. Nevertheless, the accuracy of the algorithm he presented
depends on the sharpness of the peak in the accumulator space and the approach can not be directly applied for multi-segments.
Kamat [6] extended the algorithm by defining a proper window of interest for each peak which contains the information of the
spread of votes to work with multiple segments independently with the sharpness of the peak. It contains several drawbacks.
First, for multipe segements, the large distance between windows can cause interference from other peaks. Second, the gap in the
window of interest may lead to erroneous detection. Moreover, all of the algorithms above [4, 5, 6, 7] obtain the coordinates of
endpoints based on the feature points. In this paper, we propose an extraction method TREX for contouring transmission lines
by the aid of intersection points of Hough lines and intensity values in the CT image plane. This method does not depend on the
coordinates of feature points and produces plain contours so that this simplified geometric model will reduce the computational
complexity and computation time in the further EM simulation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, an interpretation of the designed scheme including a brief intro-
duction of Hough transform and the proposed method TREX is presented. Section III contains simulation on a CT image of a test
IBM PCB. Conclusion part is outlined in Section IV.

2. Overview of the Proposed Scheme
2.1 Hough Transform
Hough transform is a frequently used method for detecting parameterized object like lines and circles [3]. Each arbitary line in
x-y plane can be characterized by two parameters (θ, ρ), where θ stands for the angle of its normal and ρ indicates the algebraic
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Figure 1: Hough transform for coline points.

distance from origin to the line. If the angle θ is restricted in the range [0, π], the line-to-point transform from x-y plane to θ-ρ
plane is uniquely performed. Mathematically, the conversion can be formulated in Equ. 1

x cos θ + y sin θ = ρ (1)

Suppose we have a subset of coline points {(x1, y1), ..., (xn, yn)} in the x-y plane, consequently, they should fit Equ. 1 and
correspond to one single point (θ, ρ) in the θ-ρ plane. As a dual property, one point (x,y) in the x-y plane can be presented
as a sinusoidal curve in the θ-ρ plane. Fig. 1 illustrates schematically the Hough transform of the coline points P1, P2, P3, P4.
They are sharing the same (θ, ρ), which implies the sinusoidal curves L1, L2, L3, L4 intersect at the same point. Without loss of
generality, the intersection points of the sinusoidal curves represent the lines where the corresponding feature points lie on.

Algorithm 1 TREX
1: Perform Canny edge detection.
2: Perform standard Hough transform for straight lines.
3: Find local maxima and obtain a list of infinite lines gLine.
4: Compute intersection points of infinite lines and address their coordinates in matrix interPoints, clone interPoints into matrix
CLinterPoints.

5: Associating with the CT image, figure out the indices of four regions of each intersection point interPoints[i][j]:
6: Initialize iteration = 0.
7: /∗Start loop for fixing indices.∗/
8: while (sum(CLinterPoints) != 0 & iteration < gLine.size() ∗ gLine.size()) do
9: for each element (i, j) in matrix interPoints do
10: if iteration == 0 then
11: /∗Fix neighbours of each intersection point.∗/
12: Run function neighbourfix.
13: /∗Fix index sequence of each intersection point.∗/
14: Run function indexfix.
15: if each index of intersection point interPoints[i][j] is fixed then
16: Set CLinterPoints[i][j] = 0.
17: iteration++.
18: /∗End loop for fixing indices.∗/
19: Connect intersection point with neighbour intersection points for each element of matrix interPoints as a fraction of the

transmission line if the link seperates the indexed regions with different binary values.

2.2 Proposed Method TREX for Transmission Line Extraction
The algorithm of TREX is demonstrated in Algorithm 1. Canny edge detection and Hough transform are firstly performed to
yield the accumulator array in the Hough space. Local maxima in the accumulator is obtained and considered as the characterized
parameters of the infinite Hough lines. Sequentially, intersection points of the infinite Hough lines are calculated. A certain index
is allocated to each region of the intersection points on the basis of the mean of the internal intensity values. Table I and Table II
detail how to arrange the neighbours orderly and how to fix the index of each region, respectively. The indices are obtained either
by inheriting from the neighbours or by classifying the computed mean of the intensity values within a certain region via two
thresholds. The length of each side of the region is limited by a prescribed minimum, a given estimated width of the transmission
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line, in order to avoid redundant computation. If the mean value exceeds the upper threshold, the region is classified as ’1’. If it is
under the lower threshold, it is indexed as ’0’. Additionally, when the mean value locates between the two thresholds, it is set as
a pending index ’X’. The pending index can be determined either by inheriting from the neighbours or due to a priori knowledge.
We connect the intersection point with the neighbour as a fraction of the transmission line if the generated line segment isolates
two adjacent indexed regions with different binary values. The contours of the transmission lines are ultimately formed after
processing each intersection point.

Fig. 2 illustrates a simple transmission line layout that contains three transmission lines (filled with oblique lines) with 16
intersection points. Solid arrows indicate an unidirectional inheritance and dashed arrows imply a bidirectional one. The marked
binaries, ’1’ and ’0’, present the fixed indices. However, there are still remaining regions tagged by pending index ’X’, like (1,3)
and (2,3). Intersection point (1,3) can fix the pending index ’X’ either from neighbour (1,5) or from neighour (2,3). Especially,
the outside corners like (1,5) end up with indices composed of three ’0’ and one ’X’, where we set the pending ’X’ to ’1’ due to
a priori knowledge. Similarly, for the inside corners consisting of three ’1’ and one ’X’, ’X’ is set to ’0’.

Fig. 3 shows the obtained index map of all the intersection points. It is apparent that the index map should be symmetric
about the diagonal because intersection point (m,n) stemming from line m and n represents the same case with (n,m). The
index sequence of each intersection point is obtained in a certain order, e.g., anticlockwise, so that they can communicate and
inherit from each other. In this simple schematic case, the index sequence counts from the upper left region of the intersection
point in anticlockwise direction.
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Figure 2: Schematic depiction of the proposed method for a simple
layout of transmission line.
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Figure 3: Index map of intersection points.

Table I: Pseudocode for function neighbourfix

1. Fix base line of element (index_row, index_col) in matrix interPoints:
/∗Base line determines the start point of the neigbour sequence.∗/
if angle(index_row) < angle(index_col)

base line index = index_row;
else

base line index = index_col;
2. Fix neighbours of the giving element (index_row, index_col):

/∗Start loop for fixing neighbours of each intersection point.∗/
for start from base line and in anti-clockwise direction determing each neighbour

/∗Loop for fixing neighbour along the Hough line.∗/
for all the elements in gLine

find the nearst elements in coordinates along the index_col colum or index_row row in matrix interPoints and
store them in matrix neighbormatrix[index_row][index_col] with type <vector8int> orderly.
/∗End loop for fixing neighbours of each intersection point.∗/
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Table II: Pseudocode for function indexfix

1. Calculate the distance between each neighbour and local element (index_row, index_col) and store them in vector distance.
2. Fix the indices in sequence:

/∗Start loop for fixing indices of each intersection point.∗/
for each index of the intersection point (index_row, index_col):

if the index is inheritable (the neighbour’s corresponding index has been fixed)
index = neighbour’s index

else
sum up each element of the enclosed region restricted by distance and take the mean mean_grayvalue.
if mean_grayvalue < threshold_L⇒ Set index = 0
else if mean_grayvalue > threshold_H ⇒ Set index = 1
else ⇒ Set index = X (pending)

/∗End loop for fixing indices of each intersection point.∗/
3. Special rules for two pending cases:

/∗To fix pending X , either by inheriting from the neighbours or by following the two empirical rules.∗/
if indices consist of three ’0’ and one ’X’⇒ Set X = 1
if indices consist of three ’1’ and one ’X’⇒ Set X = 0

(a)
(b)

Figure 4: (a) Accumulator space in 2D; (b) Accumulator space in 3D.

3. Experimental Results
In order to evaluate the method TREX proposed in this paper, a fraction of the CT image of a test IBM PCB with the size 249 ×
301 pixels measured by Nikon HMX ST 225 CT scanner is taken as the raw data. 30 and 80 are chosen as the two thresholds for
Canny edge detection. Accumulator space is discretized by ρ = 1 pixelsize and θ = 1◦. In order to obtain the local maxima in
the accumulator space, we took an area of size ρ = est_width = 4 pixelsize and θ = ±5◦ where the variable est_width indicates
the estimated width of the transmission lines. The two thresholds for evaluating the indices of each intersection point are set to
67 and 80. These two thresholds should be carefully picked because they directly influence the determination of the indices of
each intersection point.

Fig. 4a shows the accumulator space in 2D and we can easily recognize the four peaks at the upper right corner which represent
the four nearly horizontally oriented Hough lines and the two peak points in themiddle indicating the two nearly vertically oriented
Hough lines. For a more clear view we demonstrate the accumulator space in 3D and the peaks are presented in brown. The
simulation result of our method TREX is illustrated in Fig. 5. The upper left image 5a is a fraction of the CT image of a test IBM
PCB. The upper right image 5b composed of a collection of feature points is the outcome of Canny edge detection. Regardless of
the circles, the six infinite Hough lines which are characterized by their local maxima (θ, ρ) in the accumulator space are presented
in red in the bottom left image 5c. The bottom right Fig. 5d indicates the output of TREX. It is obvious that the upper part of the
four nearly vertically oriented lines are removed based on the termination method we proposed in Section 2.2. The main contour
of the six transmission lines can be characterized by finite straight lines, which achieves the purpose of simplifying the model
used for SI analysis. It is also apparent that our method is limited to handle the termination issue at the intersection points of
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straight lines, but not circles. Therefore, the nearly horizontally oriented lines pass through the detected circles instead of being
terminated. However, this work is beyond the scope of this paper.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Simulation result on a test IBM PCB: (a) A fraction of the CT image of an IBM PCB; (b) Outcome of Canny edege detection; (c)
Infinite Hough lines; (d) Output of our termination method.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we describe an approach TREX to extract the geometry of transmission lines in PCBs by terminating the infinite
Hough lines based on the mean of intensity values in the vicinity of their intersection points. The vicinity of each intersection
point is seperated into four regions. According to the internal mean gray value and two carefully chosen thresholds, an index is
assigned to each region. In order to perform the index-fixing process more efficiently, a neighbour-aided inheritance is proposed.
Within the index-fixing period, intersection points can clone the index values from the corresponding neighbours that sharing the
same regions to reduce the computation time. In addition, an empirical statement is given to tackle the two special cases, i.e.,
the outside and inside corners of transmission lines. According to the simulation results, we can obviously observe that TREX
produces plain contours of transmission lines. In comparison with forming contours by connecting feature points generated by
Canny edge detection, the simplified plain contours as the extracted model of transmission lines will dramatically reduce the
computational complexity in the further electromagnetic feld simulation for signal integrity analysis.
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